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Supermassive black hole (SMBH) winds are believed to be a key player in the

evolution of galaxies. Disk-scale ionized ultra-fast outflows (UFO) and large-

scale warm absorbers (WA) are commonly found in the X-ray spectra of many

Seyfert galaxies and quasars, but a direct link is still missing. We present the

analysis of 12 XMM-Newton EPIC spectra in which, together with WA and

UFO, we found a low-ionization UFO. This absorber has the same velocity as

the UFO (𝑣 ∼ 0.15𝑐), but ionization and column density comparable with the

WA (log 𝜉 ∼ 0.5 and log𝑁𝐻 ∼ 21.5). This strongly suggests that this absorber is

produced by the interaction between the UFO on the WA. Independently on the

assumption of either momentum- or energy-conserving, this absorber shows a

low value of the clumpiness, 𝐶𝑣 ∼ 10−3. This suggests that the interaction

occurs via entraining of a UFO on the WA, pushing some clumps at comparable

velocities, producing the observed entrained ultra-fast outflow (E-UFO).
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• We found three absorbers in the X-ray spectra of

PG 1114+445: a warm absorber (WA), an ultra-

fast outflow (UFO) and a UFO with low ionization.

• Ultra-fast outflows entrain the host galaxy ambient

medium, pushing it to comparable velocities. This

produces the observational absorption features of

the low-ionization UFO, that we call Entrained

UFO (E-UFO).

• We find that the ambient medium is very clumpy,

with clumpiness 𝑪𝒗 ∼ 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 comparable with a

narrow-line region origin.
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In the hard (𝐸 ≥ 6 keV) X-rays, mildly relativistic (𝑣 ∼ 0.05 − 0.4𝑐, where 𝑐 is

the speed of light) and high-ionization (𝜉 ∼ 104 − 106 erg cm s-1) winds, known as

ultra-fast outflows (UFO), are observed in the spectra of many Seyfert galaxies and

quasars (e.g., Tombesi et al. 2010). Slower (𝑣~100 − 1000 km s-1) and less

ionized (𝜉 < 100 erg cm s-1) outflows, known as warm absorbers (WA), are also

commonly observed in the X-ray spectra of many AGN (e.g., Blustin et al. 2005).

These two types of outflows have been found to be correlated (Tombesi et al.

2013). However, recent detections of fast outflows also in the soft X-ray band (𝐸 <
2 keV) (Gupta et al. 2013, 2015, Longinotti et al. 2015, Reeves et al. 2016, Pounds

et al. 2016) challenge such initial simple correlations, finding velocities comparable

to typical UFOs but with lower ionization states.
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DATA ANALYSIS

Fig. 2. A warm absorber with 𝑣 ≃ 500 km s−1 (Mathur et

al. 1998), significantly reduced data residuals. A second

absorber is also needed.

Fig. 1. A simple power law (Γ ∼ 1.6) model, with iron

K𝛼 line and soft excess shows significant residuals in the

E = 0.3 − 2 keV band. An absorber is needed

Table 1. Median values and median absolute

deviations of velocity, ionization and column density of

the three absorbers.

Fig. 4 An ultra-fast outflow (UFO) with 𝑣 = (0.145 ±
0.035)𝑐 in the hard X-ray band is also needed in three

spectra

Fig. 3 A second absorber with

𝑣=(0.120 ± 0.029)c further reduced data residuals.

The low-ionization UFO is somehow puzzling: it shares the same ionization and

column density values with the warm absorber, but it is as fast as the ultra-fast

outflow (see Table 1 and Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Outflow velocity 𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑡 versus ionization state 𝜉.

The black points represent literature values from Tombesi

et al. (2013). Both high-𝜉 (blue squares) and low-𝜉 UFO

(green triangles), together with the WA (red stars) of PG

1114+445 are shown. Magenta points represent past

detection of moderately ionized UFOs.

The low-ionization UFO must be produced by the interaction between the

inner disk wind with the unperturbed ambient medium, identified with the

warm absorber. The UFO entrains the warm absorber via hydrodynamical

instabilities, such as Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz, pushing the

ambient medium to comparable velocities (see Fig. 6). For this reason we

name this absorber the ENTRAINED ULTRA-FAST OUTFLOW (E-UFO).

Fig. 6. Diagram of the multi-phase structure of the outflows in PG 1114+445. A UFO is present in the inner part of the

AGN, with decreasing density (represented by shades of red). At larger distances from the SMBH, the density of the

UFO is so low that it becomes undetectable, until it interacts with the clumpy ambient gas (blue clouds) at 𝑟 ≃ 100 pc,

entraining it via Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. This gas is pushed at velocities comparable with

the UFO, resulting in an Entrained Ultra-Fast Outflow, that is observable in the soft X-ray since the gas retains its

ionization state and column density. The farther ambient gas remains unaffected by the UFO and therefore moves at

significantly lower line-of-sight velocities, being hence observable as a warm absorber. Figure not on scale.

Table 2. Distance and energetics of the three absorbers. Values of the distance in both units of Schwarzschild radius and

parsec are reported, with the estimated density 𝑛 at such distance, the mass outflow rate in units of solar masses per year,

the momentum rate in units of the radiation momentum rate ሶ𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑 = 𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑙/𝑐 and the kinetic power in units of 𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑙. 𝐶𝑣 is

the filling factor, assumed to be unitary for the UFO and parametric for the E-UFO and WA.

Independently on the assumption of momentum- or energy-conserving impact

between the UFO and the E-UFO (see Costa et al. 2014) we obtain a clumpiness

of 𝑪𝒗 ≃ 𝟏. 𝟑 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑, which is supported by various models (e.g. Zubovas &

Nayakshin 2014, Gaspari & Sadowski 2017). The mass outflow rate of the E-

UFO is slightly larger than the UFO, implying a snowplow-like effect on the

ambient medium.
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